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Run to run control with an Internal Model Control~IMC! approach has been used for wafer state
~thickness! control in the tungsten chemical vapor deposition~CVD! process. The control
implementation was preceded by establishing a stable wafer state thickness metrology usingin situ
mass spectrometry. Direct reactor sampling was achieved from an Ulvac ERA-1000 cluster tool
module during the H2/WF6 W CVD process at 0.5 Torr for temperatures 350–400 °C using a 300
amu closed ion source Inficon Transpector system. Signals from HF product generation were used
for in-process thickness metrology and compared toex situ, postprocess thickness measurements
obtained by microbalance mass measurements, providing a metrology accuracy of about 7%
~limited primarily by the very low conversion efficiency of the process used,;2%–3%!. A
deliberate systematic process drift was introduced as a25 °C temperature change for each
successive wafer, which would have led to a major~;50%! thickness decrease over ten wafers in
an open loop system. A robust run to run~RtR! control algorithm was used to alter the process time
in order to maintain constant HF sensing signal obtained from the mass spectrometer, resulting in
thickness control comparable to the metrology accuracy. The efficacy of the control algorithm was
also corroborated by additional experiments that utilized direct film weight measurements through
the use of the microbalance. A set of simulations in Matlab® preceded the control implementation
and helped in tuning the controller parameters. These results suggest thatin situ chemical sensing,
and particularly mass spectrometry, provide the basis for wafer state metrology as needed to achieve
RtR control. Furthermore, since the control was consistent with the metrology accuracy, we
anticipate significant improvements for processes used in manufacturing, where conversion rates are
much higher~40%–50%! and corresponding signals for metrology will be much larger. ©2001
American Vacuum Society.@DOI: 10.1116/1.1406159#
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. Overall goal

The implementation of advanced process control te
niques in the semiconductor manufacturing industry is
ongoing challenge.1–3 Transferring process control techno
ogy into semiconductor manufacturing is difficult from a m
trology perspective more than from a control theory persp
tive. There are primarily two reasons for this difficulty.2 One
is the absence of accurate models of semiconductor
cesses, both first principle and empirical. The lack of fi
principle models can be attributed to the complicated tra
port phenomena and reaction kinetics, either of which m
dominate depending on the operating range of the pro

a!Electronic mail: rubloff@isr.umd.edu
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parameters. This complexity makes first principle model
quite difficult, while assumptions made to simplify the pr
cess deprive the model of the accuracy required for conv
tional feedback control. Empirical models often are use
within the operating range but have to rely on model upd
ing for maintaining accuracy. The lack of availability of goo
sensor-based metrology is the second reason. Certainly
trol systems, e.g., in the chemical industry, do require ac
rate models and good sensor metrology. Sensors are req
to feed measurement data to a robust control algorithm.
algorithm, in turn has to operate on manipulated variables~in
other words to turn the right knobs!. The mass spectromete
is the sensor that this article addresses. The mass spec
eter is a very versatile tool capable of simultaneous spec
analysis of several species in a gas. This article comes
with the message that the mass spectrometer can be us
1931Õ19„5…Õ1931Õ11Õ$18.00 ©2001 American Vacuum Society
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establish a real-time, noninvasive metrology for support
robust run to run~RtR! control strategies. We have a sem
conductor process and a cluster tool. We have anin situ
sensor namely the mass spectrometer. We start out dev
ing the empirical model, then develop a robust control al
rithm, tune the controller through simulations, and imp
ment the control system.

B. Background

Early work justified the need for advanced process con
in the semiconductor industry.4,5 The main factors initially
necessitating the need were an improved yield ramp and
sistent product quality. Research was done in metrology
methods to integrate them into the processes.6–10 Simulta-
neous work went into process modeling.11 Researchers car
ried out design of experiments for model identification f
various processes.12 Control architecture was another top
of research.13 With the preliminary foundations establishe
control theory for the semiconductor industry was dev
oped, and algorithms mainly incorporating a RtR approa
were implemented.14–17 By run to run control we mean a
form of discrete process and equipment control in which
product recipe is modified between runs to keep the c
trolled variables on target. However no corrective action
performed by the controller at anin situ level, i.e., during a
run.

C. Benefits of control

Disturbance rejection, setpoint tracking~keeping the con-
trol variable on target! and noise rejection are the three p
mary contributions of a control system. Effectively, th
implementation translates into increased productivity,
creased manufacturing cycle time, and improved flexibil
Also in general, integrating the control hardware with t
appropriate software capable of efficient data acquisition s
tems with alarming, trending, and data archiving, rends
control system fault detection capabilities and decrea
down time. With this project in mind, the control system
conducive to keeping the controlled variable on target
spite of unmodeled drifts in the process. It is relevant
mention that this control application addresses a very c
lenging case, in which sensor signals indicative of wa
state metrology were sharply limited by the low convers
rate of the process~2%–3%! and correspondingly small sen
sor signals associated with reaction production genera
and reactant depletion. This is explained in Sec. II C.

II. EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH

A. Cluster tool and chemical vapor deposition „CVD…

process

Our research focuses on RtR control on a sophistica
tungsten deposition industrial cluster tool the ULVAC ER
1000 using the mass spectrometer as thein situ sensor. The
process in brief~for definition from a controls perspective! is
as follows: Reactant gases H2 and WF6 are fed to the reacto
to accomplish a blanket W CVD process as a result of wh
J. Vac. Sci. Technol. B, Vol. 19, No. 5, Sep ÕOct 2001
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tungsten is deposited on the silicon wafer placed in the re
tor on a rotating susceptor. The inputs for this process t
are:

~i! WF6 flow rate of 40 sccm,
~ii ! H2 flow rate of 10 sccm,
~iii ! wafer temperature of 400 °C,
~iv! reactor pressure of 40 Torr, and
~v! deposition time of 2–10 min.

The parameter settings mentioned above would be an
ample of a typical recipe input into the Ulvac panel. T
result is a coating of tungsten on the wafer in the reacto

Tungsten can be deposited on Si surfaces by either H2 or
SiH4 reduction of WF6. We are using H2 reduction in this
research work. The reaction18 takes place in two main steps
The nucleation step: The Si surface on the wafer provides
initial reaction site for WF6 to form a seed W layer

3Si12WF6→2W~s!13 SiF4↑ ~1!

and

Si1WF61H2→2 SiHF3↑1W~s!. ~2!

The formation of this seed layer of W on the entire Si surfa
initiates further reduction of WF6 by providing activated sur-
face sites as follows:

W* ~s!1WF6→WF6*1W~s!, ~3!

WF6*13 H2→W~s!16HF↑, ~4!

where* denotes an activated surface site. From the stoic
ometry it is evident that for each W atom deposited on
surface, three molecules of H2 and one molecule of WF6 are
consumed, and six atoms of HF are produced. This inform
tion forms the basis of our measurement for control. By m
suring the evolution of the product HF with a quadrupo
mass spectrometer with time using an appropriate metric
can estimate the amount of W deposited using an empir
model between the metric and the weight of W deposit
This information can then be effectively used for run to r
control using a robust algorithm.

B. Control problem

The main objective is to keep the weight of the deposi
tungsten film as close as possible to a target value in spit
process disturbances in the form of sudden shifts~step
changes! or drifts in the input variables. The approach
control starts with measuring the weight~the primary con-
trolled variable! of the film after one run using an electron
balance or by measuring a variable~the secondary controlled
variable! which is related to the weight by a well-define
model measured by an appropriate sensor. Then a contr
measures the difference between the target and actual v
and adjusts a manipulated variable or variables and thus
fines the recipe for the next run. The problem definition is
follows:

~i! the primary controlled variable: weight of the tung
sten film ~W!;
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1933 Sreenivasan et al. : Run to run control in tungsten CVD using H 2 ÕWF6 1933
~ii ! the secondary controlled variable: the normalized
tegrated mass spec signal; and

~iii ! the manipulated variable: deposition time.

Thus we are working with a single input single output sy
tem.

It is pertinent to mention that the flow rates of the gas
namely H2 and WF6, were considered as choices for pote
tial manipulated variables but were deliberately left out b
cause they could not be varied enough to significan
change the conversion rate. The same can be said o
temperature. The maximum wafer temperature setting
lowed for this process is 500 °C~this temperature is differen
from the true wafer temperature as it is the temperat
sensed by a thermocouple placed close to the heating la!
and settings lower than 450 °C result in very low convers
rates. This 50 °C range however proved useful as an artifi
disturbance deliberately introduced into the process to
the control system.

C. Tool constraints

The Ulvac cluster tool was designed for selective W de
sition. By ‘‘selective’’ we mean a process where W is sele
tively deposited only on Si and metal surfaces, but not
insulator surfaces such as SiO2 which is pervasively used in
silicon technology. Selective deposition requires low te
peratures and pressures. The Ulvac tool was designed
pressures below 1 Torr, using SiH4 reduction of WF6.

In contrast, the industry has generally adopted blanke
opposed to selective W CVD processes, which use press
in the range 40–100 Torr or above and a two-step proc
sequence comprising initial SiH4 reduction for the nucleation
of a W seed layer followed by H2 reduction to form most of
the W film. With limitations of the tool to pressures below
Torr, we achieved only very low conversion rates for the2
reduction of the WF6 process. By conversion rate, we refer
the fraction of reactants which undergo chemical reaction
form new species as products, e.g., conversion of WF6 to
deposited W metal. This low conversion rate limited the
curacy of thein situ metrology, which depends directly o
conversion of reactants to products.

D. Sensor-based metrology

A quadrupole mass spectrometer has been used as
in situ sensor for measuring the extent of deposition. Sin
product generation and reactant depletion directly reflect
extent of deposition, their measurement in the gas phase
be exploited for sensor based metrology.10 Whether this sen-
sor is good enough for controls will be further corroborat
by the results of the control experiments.

The mass spectrometer is connected directly to the rea
through a gas sampling system, which ensures that a s
amount of process gas downstream of the wafer is drawn
the chamber of the mass spectrometer. The mass spec
eter generates a signal which is proportional to the amoun
HF in the chamber. Ideally this measurement could be tra
JVST B - Microelectronics and Nanometer Structures
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lated into the weight of W deposited through the empiric
model developed prior to the control experiments.

Figure 1 shows typical signals. This configuration exh
ited a response time of 3–4 s to process gas compos
changes in the reactor, which is small compared to the p
cess time of about 360 s.

Note that there is always some residual HF seen by
mass spectrometer, and this HF background increases
stantially during the cold wafer cycle. We attribute this HF
wall reactions which occur during flow of the WF6 and H2

reactants. Hence using this ‘‘raw’’ HF signal would be err
neous. Hence before every reaction it is important to obt
the signals from the chamber and subtract this backgro
signal from the cumulative signal produced during the re
tion. This is achieved by subjecting the wafer to a cold cy
where the wafer is not heated and the reagent mixt
(H2/WF6) is flowed at process pressure over the cold wa
Hence no reaction takes place, thus simulating the condit
required to obtain the background HF signal.

After the completion of this cycle, WF6 is diverted
through a bypass line and the wafer is heated with hea
lamps. Then WF6 is redirected back into the reactor and t
reaction takes place. The mass spectrometer now cap
the cumulative HF signal. In our experiments the process
times for both cycles are chosen to be the same. The se
metrology metric is defined as follows:

SHF5
AHW~HF!2ACW~HF!

ACW~HF! * T, ~5!

whereAHW represents the integrated mass spectrometer
nal for the hot wafer cycle,ACW reflects the correspondin
integrated mass spectrometer signal for the cold wafer cy
andT represents the deposition time. The deposition time
included here in order to recognize that the thickness~pre-
sumed linear in the metrology metric! will depend on time if
the rate is constant, and because experiments were done
varying deposition time as well to investigate the accuracy
the metrology. Clearly, the reproducibility of the metrolog

FIG. 1. Typical plot of the mass spectrometer signals for one complete w
cycle. The sensor metrology metric@Eq. ~5!# is derived as a normalized
signal related to the HF generation or H2 depletion areas and takes int
account a background in the hot cycle which can be gauged from the
cycle.
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metric depends on variation in the relative change in the
signal, i.e., the fractional term precedingT in Eq. ~5!.

III. MODELING, CONTROL, AND SIMULATIONS

A. Modeling

The experiments designed for obtaining empirical mod
were aimed at obtaining three models. 37 wafers were p
cessed for varying deposition times at a wafer temperatur
500 °C. The weight of deposited W was measured with
electronic microbalance as the difference between w
weights before and after the deposition process. Simu
neous mass spectrometer measurements were also mad
data corresponding to the first wafer at the beginning of e
day were omitted to avoid the first wafer effect10 in the de-
velopment of the models. The derived models are lin
static models.

1. Model between the weight of W and deposition
time (Fig. 2)

A linear static model between weight of tungsten dep
ited and deposition time was obtained. This model was
lized in RtR control experiments to validate the control str
egy using ex situ process metrology, namely th
microbalance.

2. Model between the normalized integrated mass
spectrometer signal and deposition time (Fig. 3)

A linear static model between normalized integrated m
spec signal~here the HF generation! and deposition time was
developed for use in the control experiments where the m

FIG. 2. Linear static model between weight of tungsten deposited and d
sition time.

FIG. 3. Linear static model between normalized integrated mass spect
eter signal and deposition time.
J. Vac. Sci. Technol. B, Vol. 19, No. 5, Sep ÕOct 2001
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spectrometer signal is the main controlled output variab
This use ofin situ metrology for run to run control is the
main objective of the paper.

3. Model between the weight of W deposited and the
normalized integrated mass spectrometer signal
(Fig. 4)

A model between the normalized integrated mass sp
trometer signal and the weight of tungsten deposited w
then constructed from the data obtained for the models m
tioned above. This model can be used to check the accu
of the mass spectrometer. By projecting the mass spectr
eter signal value onto they axis one can obtain the value o
the weight of tungsten that should be ideally responsible
the mass spectrometer signal produced. This value of
weight can then be corroborated with the microbalance p
odically to ascertain any drift in the mass spectrometer.

B. Control theory

We briefly discuss here the internal model control~IMC!
structure for feedback control in order to highlight the co
trol principle and algorithm involved17 ~Fig. 5!.

Let the model be represented as

ỹn5g̃n211b̃xn , ~6!

whereg̃n21 denotes they intercept of the model andb̃ de-
notes the slope of the model.n denotes the run number, an
ỹn denotes the model output. The models obtained thro
experiments in the previous section are of the form rep
sented by Eq.~6!. These models in Figs. 2 and 3 are used
the control algorithm depending on whether weight is co
trolled directly or via the HF signal.

Let the process~the real world which in control terminol-
ogy is referred to as the plant! be represented as

yn5gn1bxn , ~7!

wheregn is they intercept,b is the slope of the plant, andyn

is the plant output. For the RtR IMC approach,gn will be
interpreted as the load or disturbance at the output.b̃ is fixed
but in general different fromb due to model uncertainty o
error.xn is the input~recipe variable—the deposition time i
this case! which is manipulated to driveyn to the desired
target.g̃n21 is estimated using the plant data from the p

o-

m-

FIG. 4. Linear static model between the normalized integrated mass s
trometer signal and the weight of tungsten deposited. This relationship
presses the extent to which the HF signal provides an accurate metro
signal indicative of the film weight.
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FIG. 5. IMC control structure.
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n21 runs. Thus the controller updates they intercept term of
the model after every run. The controller type is chosen
suit the type of disturbance expected.

1. Type 1 exponentially weighted moving average
(EWMA)19,20 controller to handle step-like
disturbances

This type is targeted to handling shifts in the process. I
of practical importance to point out that a shift also occ
when the RtR control system is applied to the tool at the v
first run because in general the tool is not at steady st
whereas the algorithm assumes the system is at steady
The controller interprets this initial plant-model output m
match as a step disturbance in the output and takes corre
action to bring the tool back to steady state. The EWM
controller is based on the following recursive relationship

xn5
T2g̃n21

b̃
, ~8!

g̃n5w~yn2b̃xn!1~12w!g̃n21 ; 0,w,1, ~9!

whereT is the target foryn . w is the weight assigned to th
most recent run data and is the only tuning parameter.

Using Eqs.~8! and ~9! and by applyingz transformation,
the algorithm can represented in az-transfer block diagram
By putting it in a RtR–IMC structure, as shown in Fig. 5, th
process and model are represented as

p5b

and

p̃5b̃.

The equivalent IMC controller is obtained including a lo
pass first order filter in the feedback path as shown in F
5.17 Then we get

q̃5
1

b̃
~ the equivalent IMC controller! ~10!

and
JVST B - Microelectronics and Nanometer Structures
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g̃n5ag̃n211an~12a!, ~11!

which physically speaking is an estimate of the drift.
Here we havea512w. In our algorithma is used as the

tuning parameter and simulations help in fine tuning t
value.

2. Type II controller to handle drifts as well as step-
like disturbances

The EWMA controller gives no offset for step-like distu
bances and step setpoint changes. However in the pres
of drifts, it produces an offset resulting in poor performan
depending on the modeling error, the amount of drift, and
tuning parametera. Stefani and Butler14 used the IMC struc-
ture to design RtR predictor corrector controllers, whi
compensate for the offset, but this produces a lag when m
surement delays are present.17 Note that different design
methods can be used with the IMC structures. The IMC
sign procedure21 is tailored for use specifically with the IMC
structures and is popular in real-time process control ap
cations. Adivikolanu and Zafiriou17 extended the IMC design
procedure to RtR control to develop the type II control
and incorporate the EWMA properties in its design. Th
results in a controller with zero steady state offset for dr
as well as shifts, whose performance is robust in the pre
of measurement delays.

The filter equation is then~in the time domain!:

g̃n5ag̃n211ãn~12a!, ~12!

where

ãn5b0an1b1an211...1bhan2h . ~13!

Solving the filter equation subject to zero steady state of
conditions17 we get the values for the filter coefficients17 as

bk5
21

~12a!
•

6k

h~h11!~2h11!
, k51,...,h ~14!

and

b0512b12b22...2bh . ~15!

We now have two tuning parameters, namelya andh, which
need to be tuned with simulations.
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3. An analytical derivation for quantifying the initial
shift

Assume we have a targetT for the weight of W deposited
for which we go to the model between the weight of W a
deposition time and extract the value of the deposition ti
required for achieving the target. Hence, we use Eq.~8! for
n51, with the goal to obtaing̃15T. Then we have

x15
T2g̃0

b̃
, ~16!

which can be computed from the model parameters in Fig
and 7. When this value ofx1 is fed into the plant~tool!, the
output isy1:

FIG. 6. Simulations used to determine the best value for parameter. A ty
controller is used on runs 1–4 to handle the initial process shift. Su
quently, a type II controller is used to handle the process drift introduce
the fifth run. A value of 0.3 fora is finally chosen because it yields th
fewest oscillations and a satisfactory response time.

FIG. 7. Simulation showing the type II controller handling a sudden shif
a drifting process. A process shift in the tenth wafer results in a heavier
expected wafer. The controller responds by modifying the deposition t
and brings the controlled variable on target after a few runs.
J. Vac. Sci. Technol. B, Vol. 19, No. 5, Sep ÕOct 2001
e

6

y15bx11g, ~17!

whereb andg5(g1) are the true plant parameters and cou
correspond to any other linear model within the bounds
by the data in Fig. 2. This output value is different from t
value predicted by the model due to plant–model misma
This difference is what the controller views like a step-li
disturbance at the start, which we call the initial shift.

The shift magnitude is

~ ỹ12y1!5~b2b̃ !x12~g2g̃0!. ~18!

Figure 2 can be used to obtain bounds on the possible va
of b andg, which can then be used with Eqs.~18! and ~16!
to estimatea priori the possible magnitude of the initial shif

C. RtR experiment objectives

As mentioned earlier, the linear static models develop
during the modeling stage are used as the models in the
structure depending on whether weight is controlled direc
or through the HF signal. In all experiments, an artificial dr
was introduced into the process to test the control syst
This drift is in the form of a temperature drift where th
wafer temperature was reduced by a fixed amount after e
run. As mentioned earlier, in reality, it is the thermocoup
temperature which is measured and decreasing the set
for the thermocouple results in decreasing the power s
plied to the heating lamps and as a consequence the w
temperature is also reduced. To the controller this drift is
unmodeled drift. The effect of reducing the wafer tempe
ture is that deposition rate slows down with lower tempe
tures and without the controller taking the necessary act
the weight of the W or the normalized integrated mass sp
trometer signal value would go down with each run.

Two sets of experiments were carried out to assess
control system behavior. The first set of experiments aim
at directly controlling the weight of W deposited to a targ
value. This meant from the algorithm’s point of view that w
use the linear static model between the weight of W and
deposition time~Fig. 2! in the algorithm. The input into the
algorithm is then the weight from the previous run and t
output is the deposition time suggested by the controller
the next run so that the weight of the W deposited mo
closer to the target value in spite of the disturbances~drift or
shift! present.

The second set of experiments is aimed at controlling
normalized integrated mass spectrometer signal to a ta
value. This value can be arrived upon in more than one w
the most obvious of which is starting out with the targ
weight and then calculating the target normalized integra
HF signal from the model between the weight and the
signal ~Fig. 4!. Running the tool at the deposition time fo
this target value of the HF signal would result in a plan
model mismatch and the controller would have to correct
an initial shift. This was avoided by processing a single w
fer at a deposition time of 5 min. The value of the HF sign
for this first wafer was taken as the setpoint for the cont
algorithm, thus enabling the controller to ‘‘view’’ the tool a
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if it were in a steady state already. This set of experime
uses the model between the HF signal and deposition
~Fig. 3! in the IMC algorithm. The input would then be th
HF signal from the previous run and the output would be
deposition time suggested by the controller for the next r
so that the HF signal moves closer to the target value in s
of the disturbances~drift or step! present. As a consequenc
the weight of W deposited also moves closer to its tar
value.

D. Simulations to tune the controller

The simulations were done using Matlab®22 for coding
the filter equations and the recursive relationships. The g
was to test the controller for various cases of mismatch
tween the model used in the RtR algorithm and the ac
process, and to make sure the response to the systematic
was neither aggressive nor too sluggish in all cases. Th
two response characteristics are dependent on the contr
parametersa andh and hence simulations were done to s
lect appropriate values for these parameters which gav
favorable response.

From Figs. 2 and 3 left and right hand side bounds on
values of the slopes of the models were obtained as 0.0
0.0036 for Fig. 2 and 0.2341/0.3061 for Fig. 3. These val
were used as the slopes for the actual process in the sim
tions to constitute the worst case scenario of mismatch w
the model. Simulations were also done for several proce
inbetween these bounds and for the case when there wa
mismatch. This was done with both type 1 and type II co
trollers. In preparing for the set of experiments, where
objective was to control the film weight directly, simulation
helped in determining good values fora50.3 andh53. As
an example, Fig. 6 shows several simulations for the c
with the worst mismatch.h53 is used for all cases but vary
ing values ofa are simulated.

In order to tune the controller for the next set of expe
ments, where the objective was to control the mass sp
trometer signal to a steady state target value, the model
possible mismatch situations being different, simulatio
helped in obtaining values fora50.4 andh54.

Figure 7 gives an insight into how the controller work
This simulation was carried out to show the response o
type II controller to process anomalies manifested as sud
step or a shift-like disturbance as encountered in proc
drift. The simulation shows a type II controller compensati
for a steady temperature drift by ramping up the deposit
time in a calculated manner so that the target is reache
the ninth run. This is shown on the same plot by simulat
the exact same controller without the shift. Then the simu
tion is repeated by introducing a shift in the tenth wafer. T
weight of the wafer is unexpectedly heavier than expec
for that temperature. The plot shows the controller ov
shooting the target due to this unexpected shift in the proc
but recovers quite quickly and is back on target within t
next couple of runs. The controller encounters such a si
tion in one of the RtR control experiments in Sec. IV whe
JVST B - Microelectronics and Nanometer Structures
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the objective is to keep the HF signal on target and it
further discussed there.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RtR CONTROL RESULTS

The experiments included two parts. First, experime
were done~Sec. IV A! to validate the control methodology
using ex situmeasurements of the weight of the deposit
film as obtained on the microbalance as the controlled v
able. Second, experiments were then carried out~Sec. IV B!
using thein situ, real-time mass spectrometer metrology
the controlled variable. If this metrology is sufficiently in
dicative of the actual deposited weight, then its cont
should imply consequent control of the film weight.

A. Validating the control strategy with ex situ
postprocess metrology

To validate the control methodology,ex situ, postprocess
metrology was employed in the form of a microbalance us
to measure the W film weight. The model in Fig. 2 is us
for control. Figures 8 and 9 show the results of two su
experiments. In both cases the target was set to 0.02 g o

FIG. 8. Weight of tungsten vs run number. Prespecified weight as set p
Type II controller used throughout. A drift of210 °C per run was introduced
starting with the second run.~Experiment to validate control system.!

FIG. 9. Weight of tungsten vs run number. Prespecified weight as set p
A drift of 25 °C per run was introduced starting with the second run. Ini
process–model mismatch shift handled by type I controller~takes six runs!.
Type II controller started in the seventh run.~Experiment to validate control
system.!
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FIG. 10. Model of the process drift obtained by fitting
straight line through data points obtained by running t
tool at temperatures lower than 500 °C without impl
mentation of the RtR control system. The depositi
time was 6 min.
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which meant the deposition time for the first wafer was 5
min ~from the model between weight of W and depositi
time!.

Temperature drifts were intentionally introduced as rep
sentative of process drift, which should be correctable by
to run control. A model for these drifts is given in Fig. 1
which shows data points which were obtained by running
tool at temperatures lower than 500 °C at a deposition t
of 6 min. A straight line was then fitted through the da
points. However, this model was used only for estimating
open loop behavior and comparing it to the controller’s p
formance to show the performance of the controller. It w
not used in the controller design nor by the control algorit
during implementation.

The performance of the controller can be compared to
estimate of the behavior in the absence of control shown
the line labeled ‘‘w/o control~estimate!’’ in Figs. 8 and 9.
The points on this line are derived by linear interpolati
from the model depicted in Fig. 10.

Run to run control was initiated at the very first run.
Fig. 8, the first run resulted in a weight difference from 0.
g due to mismatch between the model and the actual proc
causing the controller to take corrective measures. The
II controller used here overcorrects for this initial shift. Th
temperature drift of210 °C per run started from the secon
run. The controller recognized the drift within the next tw
runs and took corrective action, preventing the weight fr
going down in spite of very low substrate temperatures. T
offset may be attributed to the very low temperatures
which even very long deposition times do little to increa
the deposition of W due to very slow reaction kinetics. Th
210 °C per wafer was too large a drift for optimal contro

Figure 9 shows another series of experiments. The d
size was reduced to25 °C per run. It was decided to have
type I controller~which is more adept at handling shifts! to
handle the initial shift due to plant–model mismatch at
first run. The type I controller brought the tool back to stea
state after six runs and the drift was introduced at the sev
run and the type II controller started. The controller p
formed very well and handled the drift keeping the fil
weight almost to within 3% of the target of 0.02 g, whic
J. Vac. Sci. Technol. B, Vol. 19, No. 5, Sep ÕOct 2001
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could very well be attributed to the uncertainty in the ele
tronic balance.

The experiments performed above should not mislead
reader into thinking that it is important to know when th
drift occurs for the implementation of control. This is de
nitely not the case. The two experiments described ab
were performed with the aim of testing the control strate
and hence we exploited the fact that we could introduce
drift artificially at any run. In the actual implementatio
phase~Sec. IV B!, we implement the control system to a to
at steady state and use type II controller right from the
ginning. This implementation represents the realistic c
where the drift may occur at any time. Another realis
implementation would be using a type I controller to hand
the initial shift for a tool not at steady state~which means the
target is a prespecified setpoint! for a few runs and then
switching over to a type II controller. Again the drift ma
occur at any time.

B. Applying run to run control with in situ process
metrology

In situ process metrology based on the real-time HF pr
uct signal generated in the reaction was used as the~second-
ary! controlled variable for run to run control, with the ex
pectation that control of the HF signal would also me
control of the weight of the deposited film~primary con-
trolled variable!. In order to give the controller a plant a
steady state, the tool was run to process a wafer and
signal measured. This signal was taken as the setpoint
fed to the control algorithm. The controller started taki
action from the next run onwards. Only the type II controll
was used for these experiments. The drift size was25 °C per
wafer and was started at the second wafer.

Figure 11 shows the result of such an experiment. T
target normalized integrated mass spectrometer signal
obtained after the first run as 1.2735 min. The controller
a good job driving the signal back to the target, even thou
the substantial process~i.e., temperature! drift occurred dur-
ing the sequence of wafers processed.

The performance of the run to run control system is e
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dent in comparing it to the expected signal~‘‘w/o control
~estimate!’’ ! which would have occurred without contro
The latter, as shown in Fig. 11, was estimated from the
signal for 5 min of deposition at 500 °C normalized to t
actual deposition time used~where deposition time was th
control variable!. Analytically the estimated value of the H
signal at thenth run would be

@SHF#estimate atnth run

5H @AHW~HF!#n2@ACW~HF!#n

@ACW~HF!#n
* TnJ *

T500 °C

Tn
. ~19!

During the sixth run a process anomaly temporarily slow
down the drift~as indicated by the square markers for es
mated behavior without control! and caused the controller t
overshoot the target. The controller once again adjusted
deposition time to bring back the signal back on target by
tenth run. The simulation plot shown earlier in Fig. 7 pr
vides a good insight to controller behavior when handl
sudden process shift-like anomalies during a steady drift

Figure 12 shows that the resulting weight of deposited
was reasonably controlled after the anomaly during the s
run, but this anomaly apparently invalidated the origin
model relating the mass spectrometer signal to the depo
film weight. Clearly, unmodeled shifts in metrology signa

FIG. 11. Normalized integrated HF signal vs run number. Type II contro
used throughout.

FIG. 12. Weight of tungsten~not under direct control! vs run number for the
same experiment~Fig. 11! where the variable under direct control is the H
signal.
JVST B - Microelectronics and Nanometer Structures
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which are intended to indicate desired performance cha
teristics, can present a problem in the application of run
run control.

Figure 13 shows the results for a similar set of expe
ments, in which such anomalies were smaller, if presen
all. The resulting control on film weight, as seen in Fig. 1
was notably improved in comparison to the results in Fig.
The variation of film weight in Fig. 14 appears comparab
to the variation in HF signal in Fig. 13, indicating that th
run to run control methodology was effective, and co
strained primarily by the quality of the thickness metrolo
available, i.e., the accuracy of the thickness versus HF sig
relationship represented by the model in Fig. 4. A simi
conclusion could be reached from the experiments in F
11 and 12, except perhaps for the complexity introduced
the anomaly at wafer 6.

V. DISCUSSION

Although the run to run variation in controlled variable
~either film weight in Figs. 8 and 9 or HF signal in Figs. 1
and 13! was significant and larger than one would desire
manufacturing applications, it is clear by comparison to

r FIG. 13. Normalized integrated HF signal vs run number. Type II contro
used throughout. The variable under direct control is the HF signal.

FIG. 14. Weight of tungsten~not under direct control! vs run number for the
same experiment~Fig. 13! where the variable under direct control is the H
signal.
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‘‘w/o control’’ curves that the run to run approach is bene
cial in compensating for system drift: the ‘‘with control
cases all exhibited significantly better stability than the ‘‘w
control’’ cases. This underscores the fact that the run to
control methodology has value in applications where proc
drift is a major concern.

Indeed, one limitation in this work is the quality of th
mass spectrometer metrology, which in turn was constrai
substantially by the low conversion efficiency of the proce
used. As mentioned above, the reactant conversion r
were on the order of 2%–3%. Since the mass spectrom
metrology is totally based on quantitation of product gene
tion or reactant depletion, such low conversion rates m
less-than-adequatein situ metrology. Further work will ad-
dress processes with much higher conversion rates~30%–
50%!, as typically employed in manufacturing, e.g., for bla
ket W CVD ~as opposed to selective W CVD condition
studied here!.

It is also evident from Figs. 8 and 9 that even with t
direct film weight measurement~ex situ, postprocess! as the
controlled variable, there remains notable variation in t
variable. We attribute this variation to random/stochastic p
cess drift, as contrasted with systematic, monotonic,
smoothly varying drift of the kind we attempted to introdu
by the25 °C wafer temperature drift.

For the exercise of run to run control, our methodolo
adjusted they intercept of the model~Fig. 2 or 3! after every
run. One might argue that it would be more natural to adj
the slope, rather than the intercept, because the chemist
the process is likely to cause drift in the model to reflect
rate at which deposition occurs, or at which the sensor s
sitivity drifts. However, the purpose of process control
search here has been to develop robust control strate
which are insensitive to errors either in the accuracy of
model or arising from noise in experimental measureme
Therefore, we chose not to exploit additional physical
sights in making the control model. Nevertheless, reason
control performance was achieved, as measured agains
intrinsic accuracy of the sensor metrology in use.

Finally, it is important to distinguish between the applic
tion of run to run control for compensation of systemat
steady process drift as opposed to random, stocha
changes in process behavior. Run to run control is inten
to compensate for steady, systematic process drifts becau
exploits measurement of a controlled variable over time
modeling to predict where the drift is headed. In contrast,
to run control for batch processes such as this relies on
one measurement for each wafer/batch: if the measurem
has a substantial random component due to stocha
sources, it becomes unreliable as a controlled variable
achieve run to run process control.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

These investigations have shown thatin situ chemical
sensing and robust run to run control can be success
exercised in a difficult system. The chemistry of the proc
as practiced limited reactant conversion rates to 2%–3%
J. Vac. Sci. Technol. B, Vol. 19, No. 5, Sep ÕOct 2001
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verely limiting the signal available in the form of reactio
product generation~HF! or reactant depletion~H2 or WF6!,
and this resulting in a thickness metrology based on m
spectrometry sensing, which was reproducible only to ab
67%.10 Nevertheless, both the HF product signal measu
by mass spectrometry~the secondary controlled variable!
and the film weight~the primary controlled variable! were
stabilized to about610%, i.e., nearly as good as could b
expected from the reproducibility of the thickness metrolo

The run to run control methodology is aimed at compe
sating for systematic drifts in process behavior. Because
these metrology limitations, testing of the control method
ogy could only take place if significant process drift were
occur, larger than should be expected in manufacturing to
Therefore we introduced an intentional process drift in
form of a change in wafer temperature with each succes
wafer,25 °C per wafer, which was sufficient to substantia
alter the deposition rate compared to the reproducibi
specification of the mass spectrometer metrology. The c
trol system was successful in largely compensating for
drift, demonstrating that such control could be of value in t
presence of gradual process drift.

Applications in manufacturing typically do not exhib
drifts of this magnitude. However, reactant conversion ra
in manufacturing are much higher than those achieved h
on the order of 30%–50%. Fortunately, this means that
in situ, mass spectrometry based metrology should be c
siderably more reproducible than the67% characteristic
seen here. The prognosis, then, is that controllability w
improve with the reproducibility of the metrology, and in th
sense further experimentation in processes with much hig
conversion rates are a high priority for research.

Another important issue for process control is the distin
tion between systematic drift and random variability in pr
cess behavior. Chemical processes have many complex
such as the presence of wall reactions and the dynamic
havior of complex equipment components, leading to b
systematic drifts and random variability. Run to run cont
can in principle succeed in compensating for systema
smooth drifts which are slow compared to the measurem
frequency, which for run to run control is the time from on
wafer to the next. The temperature drift intentionally intr
duced here met this requirement, so that control could
demonstrated.

However, random variability in process behavior, or mo
rapid systematic drift, would not be expected to be corre
able using run to run control. Therefore, in pursuing the
plication of in situ, real-time mass spectrometer sensing
wafer state metrology, it would be important to investiga
real-time control strategies as well as run to run. Because
mass spectrometer senses real-time changes in the pr
environment, it may provide the capability for real-time pr
cess control or process end-point control, provided reac
signals are sufficiently large~product generation or reactan
depletion!, and that signal processing and control calcu
tions can be done fast enough. Future research will exp
these directions.
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